
DICTIONARY OF MYCHAI 

I 
i VERB to go 

iéi VERB to learn; to study something over an 

extended period of time 

Iék NOUN pupil; curriculum; course 

ipu VERB to pass 

-ida NOUN  NOUN diminutive for animal 

offspring 

it ADV now; presently; currently 

ivo VERB to meet; to make an acquaintance 

Ithevostle NOUN the alphabet of Mychai 

ithe PRON you (sing.) 

icuo ADJ close, near (in space) 

icuos ADV closely, nearly 

iuoi ADJ purple-pink 

Iuoi NOUN 1 symbolic color of love 2 small 

flower given to lovers 

Il NOUN hip 

ila VERB to know (of facts) 

Ilar NOUN knowledge 

 

 

Y 
ym COP VERB to be 

ythu VERB to be the best at/for (+ ACC) 

  Uvev lai ythu.  

Ythail NOUN cuteness 

ythaili ADJ cute  

Ych NOUN legal right 

yl NUM one 

ylh NUM one (of people) 

 

 

E 
e NUM zero; zeroth 

e PART now, well; marks the beginning of a story 

Eb NOUN fun; enjoyment; amusement 

ebé (ksir) VERB to have fun; to have a good time; 

to enjoy; to entertain 

Edil NOUN day 

edosu VERB to endow 

ed DEM that/those; distal visible 

edry ADV there; thence; thither 

ekâ NUM one hundred; hundred; hundredth 

emeth NUM five; fifth 

emro NUM seventy; seventieth 

enadh NUM sixty; sixtieth 

evos PREP till; until; to 

edhuim NUM twenty; twentieth 
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ethle VERB to look for; to read carefully; to 

peruse 

ero VERB to read; to gain understanding; see loi 

ecyl NUM ten (used in finance); see he 

ece ADJ nonsensical, rubbish, silly, goofy 

ecemeth NUM fifty; fiftieth 

ecëren NUM fourty; fourtieth 

ecathma NUM thirty; thirtieth 

ecoth NUM ninety; ninetieth 

ecuun NUM eighty; eightieth 

eri VERB to lead 

Eryp NOUN rest of weariness of age 

erypu VERB to rest due to weariness of age    
Note: obvious overlaps with Erb and erba now used as 

avoidance therefore 

erad COMP that (used when subject of the matrix 

clause is the same as that in the complement 

clause) 

Erb NOUN death; final rest; a peaceful death 

erba VERB to die of old age 

eleth ADJ old 

elam PRON all; everything 

Elmai NOUN night 

Elmaiule NOUN dinner 

Eluth NOUN beauty 

eth ADJ beautiful 

eluthe VERB to beautify 

Éluth NOUN reason 

éluthu VERB to reason 

éluthumir ADJ reasonable 

É 
é VERB 1 to lie in a horizontal position; to sprawl 

out on a couch or bed; 2 copula expressing 

lack of control or permanence 

ée PRON you (2P) 

éo VERB to know (by acquaintance); to be 

familiar with + ACC 

Éodo NOUN knowledge; familiarity 

ét  

él 

ém 

én PART used when the speaker thinks the 

listeners will find something enjoyable and 

surprising 

édo ADJ wide; low (of tones and sounds) 

élcara VERB to worry needlessly; to waste time 

wasting about something (because it’s trivial 

or nothing can be done about the matter) 

ép-  

Égho NOUN gap; expanse; crevice  

Épsis NOUN eagle; bird of prey

 

Ë 
ë to speak; to talk; to discuss 

ëclu VERB to write 

Ëgh NOUN egg 

ëren NUM four 
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ërg ADJ quarter, fourth (of fractions) 

ërba ADJ orange 

Ërba NOUN a very common bird that lived in 

Midtania where Mychai was invented, the 

word no longer has an association with that; a 

newer word unrelated to birds exists  

 

 

A 
a VERB 1 to lay (transitive); 2 to set something 

down; to place something on a horizontal 

surface in an upright position 

ao VERB to melt 

ap- MODAL that expresses possibility 

At NOUN thing; object; material; stuff 

Agir NOUN anger 

agire VERB to anger 

akteno VERB to loosen; to set free; to relax 

Adh NOUN man; husband 

Adhlai NOUN mister, master [form of address  

Am NOUN North 

Ani NOUN love (of friends and family) 

Aner NOUN friend 

ana VERB to love (of friends and family) 

anthara VERB to change; to alter 

athma NUM three 

al PREP to; toward; to the power; raised to 

Ala NOUN woman; wife 

Alalai NOUN missus, miss (Mrs., Ms., or Miss); 

madam; ma’am 

ali VERB to love [romantically]  

Aliath NOUN love [of spouses or partners] 

alh- CISLOCATIVE PREFIX; “to” 

alharut ADJ near and dear; cherished cis+heart 

alhaipe VERB to hit; to beat with the hands 

alhbué VERB to kick 

As NOUN summer 

Asag NOUN 1 father; 2 father’s brothers, father-

in-law (used by women) 

Argil NOUN money; wealth; fortune 

Ar NOUN fear  

aru VERB to frighten; to scare  

Aru NOUN heart 

arthén ADJ beautiful 

Arthéne NOUN beauty 

arla VERB to wish; to hope that 

avi VERB to act; to behave; to perform a task 

 

AI 
ai VERB to teach  

Ain NOUN property, land 

aide VERB to kiss 

ailh 

Ai NOUN desire, will 

Aio NOUN water; drink 
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aire VERB to find; to have an opinion of; to think; 

+ tu to like  

Aioi NOUN care; precision; diligence (used as 

Aioidh for “carefully”) 

Aip NOUN hand 

aiba VERB to grab with the hands 

aidis 

aive 

aidhu VERB to lose; to fail; to bungle 

 

AU 

au CONJ or  

au VERB to visit 

Aucué NOUN soul; spirit 

aun 

aug 

aue VERB to laugh 

auer 

aul 

Auop NOUN tale; story; fable 

auopié VERB to tell stories; to narrate  

auv 

aus 

audh 

auc 

Aupste 

angaga VERB to chew 

 

 

 

 

Â 
â PREP at; by; near (+ INE) 

Âchail NOUN beginning, start 

âchail PREP at the beginning of (+ TEM) 

âchailoi ADV at the beginning 

âchai VERB to begin, to start 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O 
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oakle VERB to belong to, as in a tribe 

-os SUFFIX to a satisfactory level or degree; 

enough; can be attached to adj, adv or nouns 

e.g. oidos cold enough, De o Argilosév I have 

enough money.  

os ADV enough (used with verbs to show 

satisfactory completion of the verb’s meaning) 

om 

oth NUM nine 

ole VERB to walk 

 

 

OI 
oi VERB to wait for (+ ACC); to be patient; to have 

patience 

Oi NOUN patience 

oioni VERB to bear fruit; to fruit (of trees); to 

offer peace 

Oione NOUN fruit somewhere between an apple 

and a peach; symbolic for peace 

ois NUM one million; million; millionth 

oine V.IN 1 to become tired; to tire; to need for 

sleep; 2 to desire for more; V.TR 3 to desire for 

something inappropriately or that is not 

deserved 

oiné ADJ 1 tired; sleepy; wanting (oine + -e, 

absolutive participle suffix); 2 coiled (oine + -

né; originally something like "bent while 

sleeping" and used to describe cats curled up; 

now used for inanimate things like ropes) 

oinevel ADJ (oine + -vel) lustful; overwhelmed 

by desire for something you can't possess 

oive 

oia 

oie VERB to cry; to weep 

oié VERB to choose; to come to own 

oid ADJ cold 

oime VERB to create; build; construct 

oimos 

oigh 

oido VERB to have; to possess 

oik 

 

U 
u PRON he 

(uken)u VERB to leave; to exit; to abandon 

Uea NOUN south 

ukue CONJ thus; therefore; for this reason 

uken-/ken- translocative prefix; attached to a handful 

of verbs, but derivationally for nouns and adjectives 
un NUM one thousand; thousand; thousandth 

Uvi NOUN dance; dancing 
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uve VERB to dance 

uvél ADJ short; low; quiet (of noise) 

Uthal NOUN world 

Us NOUN writing implement; stylus; pen 

Usko NOUN barn; storage building for crops or 

animals 

Urén NOUN lesbian 

Ule NOUN meal 

 
 

 

B 
beo ADJ natural; innate 

Beol NOUN nature; the untamable wild 

bera VERB to come from; to originate from 

(+GEN); to come out of/from (+ELA); to be a 

source of/for (+DAT) 

bëla ADV way back then; related to bo 

basa VERB to find; to discover; to learn through a 

single experience 

bal ADV alone; lonely; only; Intensifier 

bo DEM that/those; not visible 

Bobo NOUN grandpa; wise man 

Bué NOUN shoe 

Bués NOUN foot 

bvemo VERB to burn; to set fire to 

bdhav PRON several; a fair amount 

bdhaigho VERB to die unexpectedly or tragically 

Bdhaigh NOUN an unexpected or premature 

death 

Bralh NOUN boy 

 

P 
Pâlach NOUN farmer 

-pâlh NOUN  NOUN meat (of food); essence of 

Patl NOUN meat (of food) 

pil PRON few, little 

pilieth PRON fewer, less 

pis COMP that (used when the complement clause 

functions as the subject of the matrix clause) 

piras ADJ late 

per ADV still 

pera VERB to persist 

-paca NOUN  NOUN to express distaste or 

frustration, much like the “fucking” in “this 

fucking book”  

poch ADJ brown; of dirt, soil or earth; not dirty 

in the sense of needing to be cleaned 

Poch NOUN dirt; soil; earth 

Pochkuv NOUN solid, paved floor of some sort, 

as in asphalt, concrete, marble, tile, brick 

po VERB to happen; to occur; to come to pass 

prom ADV/ADJ early 
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pvu- down; attached to verbs of motion and 

used in literary settings largely 

pvua ADV down, downwards 

pthar PREP despite; in spite of 

psa VERB to plant; to seed a field; ~ Cui “to plant 

peace” peace is a plant 

Psaken NOUN grain, wheat, field 

psite ADV inceptive marker; starting to; 

beginning to  

Psed NOUN store 

pseve VERB to hear; to listen to; cop to sound 

pstoko VERB to die deservingly 

Pstoko NOUN death that is deserved 

 

 

 

D 
di CONJ and 

dim NUM two; second (of people) 

dyreâldre VERB to talk around an issue without 

making a point 

de PRON I [agent of transitive verbs] 

des ADJ narrow; high-pitched 

Dern NOUN Old God; deity; god 

Derntiat NOUN (dlu) soldier; warrior 

deradas ?  

Dër NOUN drought 

déon COMP that (used when the subject of matrix 

clause is different from that in the complement 

clause) 

dary VERB to last 

do VERB to get; to obtain; to gather 

durth PREP divided by; through; throughout  

Dvemrit NOUN immortality 

dvemritar ADJ immortal  

Dvas NOUN evil 

dvasak ADJ evil 

dreb ADJ true 

Dréb NOUN truth 

drav ADJ good; happy 

dreve ADV well; happily 

Dreve lé  

Drav ima NOUN/INJ good-bye [lit. from good 

travels] 

dlu/dl’ PART pluralizing prefix for consonant-

initial nouns; this prefix becomes dl’ before 

vowel-initial words 

 

 

 

T 
ti VERB to follow; to pursue; to trail tia VERB to defend; to guard; to block 
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tai ADJ expensive  

tasa ksir VERB 1 to be consistent (with oneself) 2 

to be consistent with (+ ACC) 

tasac PREP in accordance with (+ ACC) 

tar INT how 

Tarten NOUN consonant 

Tarth NOUN chapter 

Taut NOUN stream; brook 

tâ/t’ PART pluralizing prefix for consonant-

initial nouns; this prefix becomes t’ before 

vowel-initial words 

tem VERB to sense; to perceive 

të CONJ and then (used for same subject 

coordination) 

tël ADV then 

Téla NOUN girl (offensive if used for a woman 

who’s gone through puberty) 

to PRON it; one, they, you (epicene) 

Tokon NOUN plump rodent grown for food in the 

mountains where it eats harsh grasses; much 

like a large, domesticated rabbit  

Tosâ NOUN shadow of the sun; “o’clock” 

nowadays never used literally 

tu modal adv “to like to” 

 

 

 

 

Z 
zirzua VERB to cause sorrow 

Zirzuan NOUN sorrow; misery; woe; mourning; 

grief; unhappiness; regret 

Zirzuan ym â delh –Misery is at me. 

ze PREP on (+ INE) 

za VERB to be pleasing to; to like 

zal VERB 1 to fall in the sense of weather (the 

“weather” verb) 2 to wash; to clean 

zol CONJ if-then (unlikely because a condition did 

not or won’t occur) 

zau VERB to go and fetch; to bring back; to get 

 (movement away from deictic center and then 

return) 

Zulne NOUN a fake person; one who puts on a 

superficial exterior in order to impress others 

zulne ADJ like a Zulne 

Zulneka NOUN a fake object; a farse 

zulna VERB to be a Zulne  

Zrav NOUN bravery; courage; courageousness 

zravic ADJ brave; courageous 

 

 

G 
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gé VERB to count 

gala VERB to receive; to get  

Gebel NOUN branch of a tree 

gom ADJ dark blue  

Gom NOUN ocean 

garo VERB to lose; to misplace 

guial CONJ if-then (counter-factuals, 

impossibilities) 

guéto VERB to prepare; to be prepared 

Glio NOUN cow-like animal; used for food 

Gliopâlh NOUN “beef”; meat from the Glio used 

for food 

 

 

K 
ky ADV where, whither, whence 

kste VERB to live; to dwell; to reside 

Kstat NOUN life; lifetime 

kalesi VERB to wander; to go for a walk 

kav CONJ when  

-ken VERB  NOUN place where things are done 

Kele NOUN class; grouping 

kë PART cessative marker; “stopped” 

-kung NOUN  NOUN container for; place for 

Korâk NOUN vegetable 

-kuv NOUN/ADJ NOUN stone, rock, hard thing 

Kuitl  NOUN location; place; grammatical case 

kua ADJ dirty; soiled; in need of cleaning      
Note: does not mean corrupt or obscene 

kuos PART “ready?”; discourse particle that calls 

attention to the speaker; not considered rude. 

Also, not related to guéto 

kthed ADJ black 

Kthed NOUN iron ore; the name has carried over 

to weapons and items made of the metal; 

metal in general, metalworking (obsidian, 

basalt) 

Kthekos NOUN milk 

ktheko VERB to milk 

Ksran NOUN great winged beast that is the 

source of many horror stories for small 

children 

Ksro NOUN son 

Kchâ NOUN rain 

Krasâl NOUN murder; kill 

Kraslek NOUN murderer; killer 

krasu VERB to kill; to murder 

Kratuk NOUN war 

Kreth NOUN collection; gathering; hoard; crowd; 

mob 

kleu VERB to help 

Kletl NOUN idiot; moron; klutz; fool  

kletl ADJ stupid; unthinking; idiotic  
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M 
mim ADV irresultative particle; tried to; 

attempted to [mem, mam, mom, mum] 

Mimi NOUN maternal grandma; wise woman 

mime VERB to sing; to make music 

minal ADJ light blue  

Minal NOUN sky 

Mitle NOUN gay man  

Mir NOUN greatness; largeness 

mir ADJ great; large; a lot 

mire PRON they 

Misi NOUN dress; gown 

Mychai NOUN name of the language 

Myr NOUN change; modification; alteration 

myra VERB to change; to modify; to alter 

Myrat NOUN modifier [grammar] 

math NUM five; fifth 

masa VERB 1 to sit on a piece of furniture 

(intransitive only); 2 copula expressing state 

that is changeable  

mar INJ not [mir, mer, mor, mur] 

mari VERB to deny; to say no 

Maril NOUN family 

Maral NOUN man; mankind; human being; 

people 

Maralkung NOUN country; democracy; “place 

for the people” replacing the more antiquated 

Rangkung 

mal PRON we 

Méthe NOUN side; favor  

me ADV discourse particle of some sort 

medo VERB to cook 

mek ADV too, so, very 

Men NOUN west 

mela PRON many, much 

Mec NOUN morning 

Mecule NOUN breakfast 

merne VERB to twist; to spin; to twirl 

Mëthiv NOUN vowel 

molze ksir VERB to be friends 

Mychai does not have a noun form of friend that 

is commonly used. Two people are also 

‘friends to each other’ 

mug NUM third (of fractions; athma+g  

athmag  thmag  mag or so) 

mug ADJ grey/gray  

Mug NOUN stone; rock 

Mul NOUN wall  

Mrit NOUN thought 

mrita VERB to think 

Mrim NOUN dove 

Mric NOUN joy, happiness 

mricâ ADJ joyful, happy 

mricu VERB to make happy 

Mrem NOUN mother; mother’s sisters, mother-

in-law (used by men) 

Mrek NOUN brother 
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mro NUM seven 

Mlet NOUN number 

 

 

 

 

N 
-né NOUN  ADJ bendable; flexible; pliable  

nic ADV still; yet 

Nil NOUN name 

nesethu VERB to swim 

naga VERB to bite 

nadh NUM six 

Narn NOUN question 

narne VERB to question; to ask a question 

Nasgâ NOUN demon 

Nâras NOUN east 

nol ADJ red 

Nol NOUN wine; a small tart berry used to make 

wine  

nri VERB to clean; to purify; to isolate 

nu VERB to touch; to feel (as in the sense of 

touch)

 

NG 
Ngénon NOUN scripture; holy words; benediction 

Ngaril  NOUN fish  

ngil ADJ free 

Ngil ADJ freedom 

ngili VERB to free; to liberate (of people) 

compare with akteno 

ngelo VERB to order; to arrange; to organize 

Ngelmlet NOUN ordinal number 

 

V 
vala VERB to run; to proceed quickly 

vy VERB to stay; to remain behind; to not 

progress 

vo VERB to fight; to struggle; to have a conflict 

va VERB to drink; to empty a vessel; to flow 

(used to express a body of water emptying 

into a larger one, with the source being the 

direct object and the larger being the subject) 

ve VERB to carry; to transport; to bear forth 

ve VERB to break apart 

Véapi NOUN clan; ancestor 

Vemlet NOUN fractional number 

-vel NOUN  ADJ covered with, full of, 

overburdened by 

kthékosvel, vosvel  
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Vépo NOUN beast of burden used for tilling 

fields, pulling carts, much like a horse 

(generally perceived to be a stupid animal); a 

stupid person  

Vos NOUN guilt 

 

 

DH 
Dhilar NOUN conscience 

dha VERB to taste 

dhai VERB to buy; to purchase 

dhag ADJ half 

Dhag NOUN half 

dhan ADJ small 

dhadhe VERB to throw 

Dhuil NOUN daughter; niece 

dhuim NUM two  

dhuim ADJ equal; equivalent  

dhuimie VERB to make equal 

Dhuimmëthiv NOUN diphthong 

Dhnas NOUN hour 

 

 

 

TH 
thé CONJ if-then (unlikely because of doubt of a 

condition being met; can be combined with 

maga) 

thém NUM three; third (of people) 

thyn ADV soon 

Thau ADJ tree 

Thaukreth NOUN forest 

Thaukrethkya NOUN woods 

Thmasos NOUN sense of duty 

thni VERB to eat 

Thnic NOUN food 

thli VERB to say; to tell;  

thli PART used to ask someone to repeat what 

they just said either because you didn’t 

understand or because you couldn’t hear, and 

is uninflected; if annoyed they can respond 

with pseve 

thuitha ADJ pink  

Thuitha NOUN a pink celestial body that has 

ancient mythical value as the home of the Old 

Gods 
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S 
sa VERB to come 

sys PREP times; multiplied by 

Sene NOUN finger; toe; digit; phalanx 

Senekuv NOUN fingernail; toenail 

sél ADJ green 

Sél NOUN grass 

ser PREP for, since (+ TEM) 

so VERB to love (of objects) 

So NOUN a love for object; materialism 

sâcam ADV together takes the associative? 

sar- VERB to want to; modal prefix 

sar CONJ if-then (used with truth, factual 

statements ) 

Sarna  NOUN thanks 

sarna VERB to thank; to give thanks 

snere VERB to dream 

Srer NOUN sin; trespass 

srery VERB to sin 

Srue NOUN Temptation  

srue VERB to tempt 

 

C 
cin ADV again [cen, can, cun, con] 

Cimin NOUN sword 

cy ADV here; at this location 

• cyt ADV hence; from here 

• cyv ADV hither; to here 

ca DEM this/these; proximal visible 

ca PRON marks relative clauses where antecedent 

is agent of transitive verb; who/that; see ce 

ce PRON marks relative clauses where antecedent 

is patient of transitive verb or subject of 

intransitive verb; who/that/whom; (this is a 

rare example of ergativity in Mychai); see ca 

Caid mountain 

Ce NOUN year 

Caruc NOUN crow 

Câta NOUN city 

co VERB to bring 

Cuarn NOUN child; kid  

Cui NOUN peace; tranquility; ~ za “to plant 

peace” means to make peace 

cuym 1 COP VERB to seem; to appear; 2 ADV 

apparently; evidently 

cuun NUM eight 
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GH 
ghethe VERB to bear [of children]; to give birth; 

to produce [of crops and fruit] 

ghel ADJ first (ordinal) 

Ghé NOUN stick; twig 

Ghéné NOUN nest for birds 

ghau VERB to support 

ghalo VERB to give 

Ghalh  NOUN book 

gho ADJ high; tall; loud (of noise) 

ghuta VERB 1 to stand; 2 COP VERB expressing 

volitional relationship that can be changed by 

the person involved, and used figuratively for 

mountains, and for really tall trees and 

buildings

 

CH 
chi INT why  

Chaidâ NOUN honor; dignity 

Chaltar NOUN hatred 

chalta VERB to hate 

chalgach ADJ ugly 

Charn INJ “Fuck me”; violent expression used 

toward self when something fails or you screw 

up; extremely vulgar 

châm INT how many; how much [quantity] 

Châs NOUN goat-like animal used for milk; its 

meat isn’t very tasty 

Châspâlh NOUN meat of the Châs; eaten when 

times are tough; also a great word for insulting 

someone’s cooking 

Chrâtâ NOUN dick, jerk, prick 

 

H 
hy VERB keep 

hyl NUM eleven; eleventh 

he NUM ten; tenth; see ecyl 

heme VERB to jump, to skip over 

• ~  

hemeth NUM fifteen; fifteenth 

Hen NOUN memory 

hene VERB to remember; to commit to memory 

hëren NUM fourteen; fourteenth 

hana VERB to have sex; to make love 

hathma NUM thirteen; thirteenth 

harto VERB to ride a Hârol; to commit a brave 

act; to perform a great deed 

hâmro NUM seventeen; seventeenth 

hânadh NUM sixteen; sixteenth 

hâdhuim NUM twelve; twelfth 

hâcuun NUM eighteen; eighteenth (almost 

always reduced to chwun) 
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Hârol NOUN animals in the north of Ergastin that 

are intelligent (but can’t speak); some 

consider them holy and will not eat them 

Hârolkuv NOUN the horns of the Hârol; used as 

decorations or as inlays of ornamentation by 

the nomads much like ivory 

hoth NUM nineteen; nineteenth 

hu VERB to ask; to make a request 

hu PREP ADV after 

hum PREP for the sake of; for; on behalf of 

humna VERB to sleep; to rest; to be asleep 

 

R 
rien NUM four; fourth (of people) 

Rib NOUN dog 

Reb NOUN male cousin 

Rab NOUN female cousin 

rid ADJ sweet; sugary  

ryda ADJ yellow  

Ryda NOUN honey; sugar; sweetness; a honey 

based beer (mead) 

rym PREP mid; in the middle of (+ INE/+TEM) 

Rymedil NOUN noon 

Rymule NOUN lunch 

Remi NOUN cat 

rai V.TR to smell 

Rang NOUN king 

Rangkung NOUN country; kingdom; “place for 

the king”; being replaced by the more 

progressive word Maralkung 

ratâ ADJ raw  

rala ADV always; forever 

rem ADV never; not once [ram, rim, rom, rum] 

Radh NOUN word; language 

Râtheb NOUN series 

ro VERB to search for 

rosozo VERB to distort; to twist; to obscure; to 

obfuscate 

Ror NOUN duty; obligation; debt 

roch ? 

Ro NOUN time; period; duration 

Rugun disposition, attitude, behavior, manner 

rutha VERB to be the opinion of someone; used 

transitiviely with the English subject 

equivalent being the direct object (opposite of 

opine) needs pis 

 

 
 

 

L 
lim ADJ white  Lim NOUN white sand beaches, symbolism with 

“heaven” the white beaches through the mist  
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lidhmai VERB to climb; to ascend 

lith ADJ young; youthful; spry 

ly PREP without (+ ASS) 

lyth ADJ silver; exquisite; beautiful; shiny; 

elegant; parsimonious 

le PRON I [subject of intransitive verbs] 

lé VERB to see; to welcome; to look at 

léol ADJ round 

Léol NOUN circle 

léola VERB to make round; to circle around 

Léthada NOUN house, home  

lë PREP, ADV, CONJ before  

lai PRON she  

lan ADJ wise; sage 

lath ADJ all right; okay; acceptable; healthy 

lare INJ yes; you’re welcome 

Ler NOUN sister 

loi VERB to understand; to be in a state of 

understanding 

la VERB to work; to labor 

Lulhag NOUN flesh; meat (of a body) 

Lulhkuv NOUN tumor; cyst; abnormal growth; 

mooch; freeloader 

lul INT ADJ what type of; what kind of 

 

 

LH 
-lhimi NOUN  VERB to smell like  

lharagh ADJ quiet, silent 

lhara VERB to be quiet, to become quiet 

lhu VERB to do; to make; to be X years old 

lhe CONJ but 

 

TL 
tla 

tle/tl’ PART pluralizing prefix for consonant-

initial nouns; this prefix becomes tl’ before 

vowel-initial nouns 

Tled NOUN room; space; domain 

Tlat NOUN minute; moment 
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KEY 
NOUN – noun 

V.TR – TRANSITIVE VERB 

V.IN – INTRANSITIVE VERB 

V.COP – COPULAR VERB/COPULA/COPULATIVE/LINKING VERB 

V.DITR – DITRANSITIVE VERB 

ADJ – adjectives 

ADV – adverb 

PART – particle 

PRON – pronoun 

PREP – preposition 

CONJ – conjunction 

COMP - complementizer 

INJ – interjection 

INT - interrogative 

NUM – number 

gr. grammatical 

sing. singular 

pl. plural 

1 – first person 

2 – second person 

3 – third person 

 


